George Kenny '73, MIT's early season scoring leader with four goals to have the entire right side of the goal to himself on a hard shot from in front, but was robbed as Babson's goalie apparently came from out of nowhere for a save at the seven-minute mark of the period. Schulman looked exceptional in this period until being wiped out on an illegal check at 14:10. It seemed to take something out of him as Babson then tacked on two seemingly stoppable goals.

Babson's superior skaters dominated action in the first two periods, keeping near constant pressure on Tech goals. Mike Schulman '73. But for his stant pressllre on Tech goalie, two periods, keeping near con-

dominance in the first

Terry, who had taken 12 minutes in penalties in the period, Tech finally began amassing 12 minutes in penalties per period play. With Babson each period.

Still, Babson managed to beat Mike Schulman '73. But for his

Babson goalie, keeping near constant pressure on Tech goals. Mike Schulman '73. But for his stant pressllre on Tech goalie, two periods, keeping near con-
dominance in the first

Tufts tips Tech track team

By Mike Charette

The MIT indoor track team took second place in a triangular meet against Tufts and Williams last Saturday at Tufts.

Tufts' traditional predominance in the running events overwhelmed its two opponents, 66-48-29, while MIT had a well-balanced scoring effort, with 27 points gained in the field events and 21 points in the running events. "The loss of Scott Peck '73 in the long jump and high jump, and Bob Tmonn '73 in the hurdles hurt us greatly, especially in countering Don Slowin of Tufts," said co-captain Dave Wilson '73.

It was MIT's runners who provided the greatest excitement for the team. John Kasabian '73, the team's leading two miler, ran the distance in a personal best time of 9:19.6. Kaufman commanded a clear lead for the first mile and three quarters, but was passed on the last lap by Williams' Haug and lost the race by three yards at the finish.

Another fine performance turned in by Jeff Baeran '76 and Mike Ryan '76 in the 1000 yard run. The two freshmen took first and third respectively, with Baeran winning off Williams' Hyde in the last lap.

In the 600 yard run, Elliot 'Flash' Borden '73, making a fine comeback after a year's layoff, finished with a second place time of 1:16.6.

In the field events, Dave Wilson led the pole vaulters with a first place, 14'6" leap. Wilson was followed by Paul Winsberg '73, second at 12'6", and Steve Hyland '76 at 11'6", finishing fourth. Wilson switched to a 16 foot pole earlier this month in an attempt to improve his indoor record, but was forced to the 15 footer because of form problems.

In the 35 pound weight throw, John Pearson '74 took first place with a toss of 55'. Pearson, who has improved over ten feet in this event since last year, attributes his success to weight lifting and form improvement at a Canadian hammer- weight throw camp. Co-captain Brian Moore '73 took first place in the shot put and third in the weight throw. Ryan placed fourth in the high jump with a leap of 7'9".

---
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